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If Oncology News covers highly topical issues, we
might see what online has caught the media and
hence public attention recently, as is the case in a

recent copy of the Daily Mail. Media journalists screen
many reporting avenues (including the scientific and
medical literature) to pick up ‘newsworthy’ copy, and
an article in Cancer Prevention Research [1] had some
appeal. Assuming that a study that is published is
bona fide, reaches rational and not outrageous
conclusions (or speculations) on sound evidence, it
should have some veracity and authority. Since
scientific papers undergo strict peer review, clearly this
article had stood up to rigorous scrutiny, and the news
journalist must have felt he or she was on safe ground.

What struck me about this news was the seemingly bizarre
claim (to me) that men eating on average >2.5 eggs per week
have a greater probability (an 80% increase) of developing and
dying of advanced prostate cancer than those eating fewer eggs.
But this conclusion demanded deeper probing, and the issue
started raising more questions than it answered. It was quite a
productive exercise because the results were in many ways
unexpected and had popped out of a wider prospective survey of
the eating habits that specifically indicated correlations with the
progression of prostate cancer, and had good follow-up, i.e. it did
not rely on the participants trying in retrospective to recall
previous diet and eating habits. The following points seemed
worthy of further consideration: 
• The study started on a wider base of eating habits in the early

1990s. This was no trivial study, being quite comprehensive in
its aims and scope over a considerable number of years.

• It was undertaken by a couple of the more prestigious
institutions is the United States.

• The funding required must have been very substantial and the
team of researchers required for the investigation large and
committed for many the years. 

• Over 27,000 men subjects were recruited, of whom only 199
developed cancer as defined by their staging as advanced
and/or lethal, which is just ~0.75%.

• While diet and carcinogenesis have long been associated [see
the website in 2], there are underlying beliefs and assumptions
that have probably led to the formulation of some hypotheses
that need to be investigated if it seems likely that diet (or some
components of it) are responsible in substantially raising the
risk of developing some or other form of cancer. There has been

a long association of digestive tract cancer and the
consumption of red meat [e.g. 3]. However, the “egg
study” showed no correlation of eating red meat with
prostate cancer incidence, without referring to other
cancers.
• A number of possible confounding factors were

examined, including BMI and smoking habits.
Thus, a multifactorial basis was recognised, but we
can only conclude that none of the factors chosen
had any significant impact. 

• How then did eggs per se become such a focus? And
why was the distinction between two eggs or less
per week and three or more seemingly so clear?

Science is the art of making relevant associations (especially those
that establish a cause-effect relationship), but they will usually be
only those that the investigator chooses (on some particular basis,
usually past experience) to make. Some are direct, some indirect;
some are irrelevant, and others are frankly spurious. The good
investigator senses these differences. It does not mean that the
correlation that seems indirect or improbable is wrong; it can
however mean that there is another association that influenced the
outcome, acting cooperatively, that has been neither assiduously
sought nor recognised.

The outcome has been centred on eggs and prostate cancer
during its (the cancer’s) early development, with egg consumption
post-diagnosis not affecting to the rate of demise of patients. To
have any impact, at the expense of undermining the egg industry
by suggesting we remove from our daily diet a particularly
common item (did the researchers consider the number of eggs
consumed in cakes and many dishes, not just those boiled, fried,
scrambled or poached usually for breakfast?), the epidemiological
findings hold little water – should indeed be taken with the
proverbial (or perhaps literally here) “pinch of salt” - until some
idea emerges as to what in eggs incriminates them seemingly as
co-carcinogens. The compound(s) responsible in eggs have to be
identified and a feasible mechanism proposed.
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